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ABSTRACT
IMPROVING ARGUMENTATION THROUGH GOAL INSTRUCTIONS IN
ASYNCHROUNOUS ONLINE DICUSSIONS
Yekaterina Prudchenko
Old Dominion University, 2014
Director: Dr. Amy Adcock

Argumentation incorporated into class discussions can improve students’ problem
solving skills and enhance their epistemic and conceptual understanding. Research
indicates students sometimes need scaffolding such as goal instructions to improve their
argumentation skills. This study examined the effectiveness o f different types o f goal
instructions on participants’ argumentation achievement. In particular, the study
compared the effects o f minimal, moderate, substantial, and no goal instructions in
asynchronous online discussions on participants’ argumentation achievement, as
measured by development, balance, and explanatory discourse scores. The study also
tried to understand participants’ experiences o f the goal instructions by comparing the
differences in emergent themes across goal instructions groups.
Ninety-seven undergraduate students participated in three debates and posted
responses to an open-ended qualitative question over a three-week period. The study
found significant differences in the balance scores between minimal, moderate, and
substantial goal instructions and no goal instructions, indicating that goal instructions are
effective in facilitating responses that consider both sides o f an issue. In particular,
findings suggested that goal instructions with any level o f specificity are more effective
in creating balance in argumentation than no goal instructions and that minimal goal

instructions are more effective than moderate and substantial goal instructions in
encouraging participants to present both sides o f an issue. While the study did not find
significant differences in explanatory discourse scores, the differences were close enough
to significance to suggest that goal instructions did have some positive effect on helping
participants consider other people’s perspectives in a constructive way and build on each
other’s ideas.
Quantitative analysis o f codes across goal instructions groups revealed
participants who received limited instructions focused their discussions on the
environment itself while participants who received extended instructions focused their
discussions on the impact that debates had on them. Therefore, it is likely that more
extended instructions made an impact on encouraging participants to think about their
views and consider other people’s perspectives.
The study did not find significant differences in development scores or
differences in participants’ perceptions across goal instructions groups. However, there
are indicators that suggest that participants might have dismissed many aspects o f
moderate and substantial goal instructions, and additional research is needed to confirm
these conclusions. Additional research on goal instructions using different methods for
evaluating quality of argumentation is also needed to confirm the results o f this study.
Keywords', argumentation, goal instructions, asynchronous discussion board,
argumentation development, balance, explanatory discourse.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

An argument is a tool that teaches individuals how to think because it requires
learners to engage in the deeper epistemological levels o f learning (Newton, Driver, &
Osborne, 1999) in order to find rational resolutions to questions, issues, and problems
(Siegel, 1995). Research has shown that collaborative argumentation, the process o f
constructing and critiquing arguments with other learners, improves learners’ conceptual
understanding and problem solving skills by allowing groups o f learners to reason at a
higher-level collaboratively than each individual would otherwise (Anderson et al.,
2001; Chinn, 2006, Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008; Nussbaum, 2002; Pilkington &
Walker, 2003; Veerman, 2003; Vygotsky, 1981). However, the process o f collaborative
argumentation is only conducive for learning if learners can construct strong arguments.
Arguments are considered strong if they include evidentiary support, alternative
theories, counterarguments, and rebuttals (Kuhn, 1991). Unfortunately, research
suggests that many students struggle with various aspects o f argumentation (Kuhn,
1991; Means & Voss, 1996). For example, learners rarely qualify their claims or make
counterarguments (Kuhn, Shaw, & Felton, 1997; Mandl, Gruber, & Renkl, 1996) and
few disagree with their peers’ positions (Koschmann, 2003).
A scaffold is an instructional support that constrains the learners’ responses,
allowing them to perform above their abilities or carry out tasks that might otherwise be
too difficult (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; Jonassen, 1999; Woods, Bruner, &
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Ross, 1976). Goal instructions are scaffolds that tell students how to complete particular
tasks. In educational situations where students are asked to debate a particular topic by
proposing arguments, goal instructions can act as a guide for the construction o f the
argument. By constraining the students’ abilities to put forth arguments so that they can
perform above their capacities (Jonassen), goal instructions encourage learners to
generate better arguments (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; Johnson, 1989; Woods,
Bruner, & Ross, 1976). A current review o f research into goal instructions suggests that
they improve the quality o f learners’ argumentation (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008;
Nussbaum, 2002; Nussbaum, 2005; Nussbaum & Kardash, 2005). Goal instructions help
learners generate more counterclaims and rebuttals (Nussbaum & Kardash, 2005) and
have a positive effect on argumentation development and exploration o f opposing views
(Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008).
In the current movement towards distance education, where much o f the
coursework involves discussion board interaction, there is a tendency to ignore the
design o f instruction. This tendency leaves students to leam on their own and vulnerable
to not gaining appropriate thinking and reasoning skills (Morrison & Anglin, 2006).
Research into goal instructions on asynchronous online discussion boards is still in its
infancy, and the relationship between specificity of goal instructions and quality of
argumentation is a major unknown. Prior research suggests that the more specific the
goal instructions the better the overall quality of argumentation, but this research is
limited to only one study with only two levels o f specificity (Nussbaum, 2005).
Additional research into the specificity with which goal instructions could be designed
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was needed because effective designs o f these scaffolds may be essential in improving
the quality o f argumentation. Thus, the study aimed to fill this gap in the research.
The study, conducted using online discussion boards, examined what effect goal
instructions with four different degrees o f specificity had on participants’ argumentation
achievement and their perception o f the instructions. In particular, it examined the
effects o f minimal, moderate, substantial, and no goal instructions on participants’
argumentation achievement, as measured by development, balance, and explanatory
discourse scores. The study also attempted to understand how goal specificity shapes
learners’ experiences with the activity. Because prior research suggests that the more
specific the goal instructions the better the overall quality o f argumentation, the
researcher anticipated that argumentation quality would increase with goal instruction
specificity (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008; Nussbaum, 2005).
Literature Review
The following review analyses the relevant literature, demonstrates a gap in the
research, and provides a rationale for the study. In particular, it provides a brief
introduction to argumentation and collaborative argumentation, state the assumptions of
the research study, and discuss scaffolding, all relevant studies on goal instructions, and
the purpose o f the research.
Argumentation
Because argumentation is central to the process o f thinking and reasoning, and to
the development o f conceptual understanding (Chin & Osborne, 2010), it is believed to
play an important role in students’ learning in both science and humanities.
Argumentation gives individuals tools that teach them how to think and these tools, in
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turn, facilitate meaningful, deep learning. Argumentation is the way that individuals
resolve questions and disputes. It requires learners to argue the basis on which claims
are made and engage in the deeper epistemological levels o f learning (Newton, Driver,
& Osborne, 1999) in order to find rational resolutions to questions, issues, and problems
(Siegel, 1995). Argumentation also modifies learners’ underlying beliefs and allows
others to identify and refute misconceptions (Baker, 1999).
Students learn through argumentation because it facilitates conceptual change
(Asterhan & Schwarz, 2007; Baker, 1999; Nussbaum & Sinatra, 2003; Wiley & Voss,
1999). Conceptual change is the process o f altering learners’ understanding o f a
particular topic in order to accommodate new perspectives and reorganize the conceptual
framework that encompassed them. For example, a debate club requires students to
consider other people’s arguments and positions, altering their understanding o f a
particular topic and reorganizing their conceptual frameworks. As a result, learning
environments that incorporate argumentation enhance learners’ conceptual and
epistemic understanding o f a particular topic (Duschl & Osborne, 2002; Wiley & Voss,
1999). The overall quality of argumentation, or argumentation achievement, is evaluated
using three scales or outcome measures: how well arguments are developed
(development); how well arguments present both sides of an issue (balance); and how
well participants consider other people’s perspectives (explanatory discourse) (Golanics
&Nussbaum, 2008; Nussbaum & Kardash, 2005).
Collaborative Argumentation. Collaborative argumentation is the process o f
working together to construct and critique arguments (Anderson et al., 2001; Golanics &
Nussbaum, 2008; Nussbaum, 2002; Pilkington & Walker, 2003; Veerman, 2003). By
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requiring students to collaborate and share knowledge, collaborative argumentation
improves their conceptual understanding and problem solving skills (Chinn, 2006) and
allows a group o f learners to reason at a higher-level together than each individual
would otherwise (Vygotsky, 1981). Furthermore, it allows learners to construct and
reconstruct their views on a particular topic by engaging in cognitive conflict and
applying domain specific knowledge to resolve the conflict (Bell, Grossen, & PerretClermont, 1985; Johnson & Johnson, 2004; Koschmann, 2003; Slavin, 1996).
Strong Arguments. The process o f argumentation is only effective when
learners construct strong arguments. An argument is considered strong if it offers
evidence to support theories, generates alternative theories, makes counterarguments,
and rebuts alternative theories (Kuhn, 1991). Counter-argumentation is an essential
factor in developing a strong argument because it requires learners to look beyond
evidence that only supports their positions and re-examine their ways o f thinking
(Leitau, 2000). Therefore, a strong counterargument is a critical component o f a strong
argument and the ability to construct arguments and counterarguments is an essential
skill for effective collaborative argumentation (Andriessen, Baker, & Suthers, 2003;
Erkens, Andriessen, & Peters, 2003; Jarvela & Hakkinen, 2003; Leitao, 2000; Nussbaum
& Schraw, 2007).
Unfortunately, research indicates that students struggle with many aspects o f
argumentation (Kuhn, 1991; Means & Voss, 1996). Research on collaborative
argumentation shows that many learners rarely qualify their claims or make
counterarguments (Kuhn, Shaw, & Felton, 1997; Mandl, Gruber, & Renkl, 1996).
Therefore, students are not giving their peers reasons to consider their positions or
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reasons why they should reconsider their own. Studies have also found that learners
rarely disagree with their peers and instead merely restate their own positions
(Andriessen, 2006; Koschmann, 2003). Furthermore, learners also rarely challenge other
people's claims and rarely respond to other people’s challenges (Baker, 2003; Cho &
Jonassen, 2002; Jeong & Joung, 2007; Oh & Jonassen, 2007). Collaborative
argumentation in asynchronous environments allows students the time and space to
properly reflect on their peers’ positions, internalize their arguments, and possibly
reconsider their own positions, but many students do not take advantage o f these
opportunities.
Cognitive Conflict and Development. One o f the assumptions o f this research
study is that conflict and consideration o f alternative perspectives are essential
ingredients for facilitating inquiry, reflection, and deeper understanding (Johnson &
Johnson, 1987; Wiley & Voss, 1999). Conflict and the subsequent inquiry, the essential
elements o f argumentation, are the result o f the interrelationship between ideas and the
responses they generate.
Another assumption o f this research is that collaborative argumentation, in which
learners examine and evaluate alternative perspectives, facilitates conceptual change
(Dole & Sinatra, 1998; Schwarz, Neuman, & Biezuner, 2000; Baker, 2003) or deepens
their understanding o f a subject matter (Alexopolou & Driver, 1996; Bell & Linn, 2000).
Cognitive disequilibrium is the result when learners encounter information that
generates a contradiction within their existing cognitive structures (Piaget, 1977). To
resolve this conflict, they work to accommodate and assimilate new information. These
processes require individuals to construct new schema, which facilitates the individuals’
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cognitive development. As a result, collaborative argumentation helps learners make
connections between ideas, reflect on meaning, and consider and possibly adopt
alternative viewpoints.
The final assumption is that collaborative argumentation, the process of
considering challenges, counterchallenges and others’ positions, is more productive than
adversarial argumentation, the process o f persuading others o f one particular and
predetermined point of view (Mercer, 1996; Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008). One way that
designers can influence the process o f argumentation and help facilitate collaborative
rather than adversarial argumentation in online discussions is by incorporating scaffolds
into the discussion prompts. These scaffolds take the form goal instructions.
Scaffolding
Learners can be encouraged to make better arguments using scaffolding, a type
of guidance that helps learners carry out tasks that might otherwise be too difficult
(Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; Woods, Bruner, & Ross, 1976). Scaffolds are
instructional supports that constrain learners’ arguments so that they can perform above
their capacities (Jonassen, 1999). As a result, learners are able to achieve higher levels of
understanding than they could otherwise (Jonassen & Kim, 2010). A type o f scaffolding,
which is particularly appropriate for asynchronous learning environments, is goal
instructions.
Goal Instructions
Goal instructions, placed at the end of a discussion prompt, are short statements
that tell students how to complete a particular task. Goal instructions may be effective
scaffolds because they activate collaborative argumentation schema that help learners
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identify patterns o f locating and correcting problems within the argument (Nussbaum,
2002 ).
Goal Instructions and Persuasive Essays. The effects o f goal instructions on
writing were first studied in a traditional classroom environment (Ferretti, MacArthur, &
Dowdy, 2000). The study examined the effects o f elaborated goal conditions on the
quality of persuasive essays about controversial topics. Participants, fourth and sixth
grade students, were asked to write a letter that persuaded others to agree with their
position. The study found that sixth-grade students who were provided with the same
general goal and explicit sub-goals based on the elements o f argumentative discourse
(elaborated goal condition) produced more persuasive essays and included a greater
number of argumentative elements in their essays than both sixth-grade students in the
general goal condition and fourth-grade students in both goal conditions.
Goal Instructions and Argumentative Essays. Another study investigated
approaches that encourage undergraduates to consider more counterarguments when
writing argumentative essays on TV violence (Nussbaum & Kardash, 2005).
Researchers conducted two experiments and provided students with directions for
different kinds o f essays. The first experiment found that participants who received
specific goal instructions generated more counterarguments and rebuttals than the
control group. The second experiment by Nussbaum & Kardash (2005) focused on the
purpose o f constructing arguments and researchers examined the concept o f persuasion.
Findings in the second experiment showed that instructions asking students to persuade
had a negative effect on both the quality o f essays as a whole and on the number o f
reasons that students provided to support their counter arguments. In other words.
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students actually believed that identifying counter arguments made their own arguments
less persuasive. The study also found that the text outline, though only effective for
students with less extreme prior attitudes about the topic, counteracted the negative
effects o f persuasion instructions and increased the overall quality o f argumentation.
Furthermore, the study also found that students who were instructed to produce
counterclaims (reasons why others may disagree) and rebuttals (reasons why those
reasons are wrong) generated more counterclaims, rebuttals, and reasons that supported
their rebuttals (Nussbaum & Kardash, 2005). This finding indicated that specific goal
instructions generated more counterarguments and rebuttals than general goal
instructions and, as a result, the authors concluded that specific goal instructions are
more effective in facilitating better argumentation than general goal instructions. These
findings are consistent with other research that found that setting specific short-term
goals facilitated better writing (Page-Voth & Graham 1999). Since participants rarely
provide counterclaims, counterclaims were not evaluated for quality. Instead, the mere
existence o f a counterclaim or an alternative argument was indicative o f better
argumentation.
Goal Instructions of Two Levels of Specificity. One o f the first studies to
examine the effectiveness of goal instructions on students’ reasoning and argumentation
in asynchronous online discussions also asked students to argue about TV violence
(Nussbaum, 2005). Undergraduate students were separated into three conditions that
varied according to the kind of goal instructions students were presented with in the
discussion prompt. One group was given general goal instructions (to persuade one
another or to explore an issue) and another group was given specific goal instructions (to
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generate as many reasons as possible or to generate counterarguments and rebuttals).
Students in the third group did not receive any goal instructions. The study also
controlled for the need for cognition, a measure of the students’ disposition to think, and
found that it predicted total argument claims and depth.
The study found that the general goal instruction ‘to persuade’ produced
elaborated but more adversarial and somewhat better supported arguments and that the
specific goal instruction ‘to generate as many reasons as possible’ which produced the
most deep and contingent arguments (Nussbaum, 2005). The study also found that the
goal ‘to generate as many reasons as possible’ resulted in balanced discourse in which
both sides o f an issue were evaluated and explored almost evenly. This result was a
significant finding because it suggested a method for fostering collaborative
argumentation without teaching students the rules o f good argumentation.
The study also found that the general goal ‘to explore’ and the specific goal ‘to
generate counterarguments and rebuttals’ were ineffective (Nussbaum, 2005). While the
previous study found that specific goal instructions that asked for counter arguments
were an effective tool in argumentative essay writing (Nussbaum & Kardash 2005), this
study suggested that the finding was as a result o f awkward goal instructions. In
particular, the goal instructions directed students to generate their counter arguments
right after proposing their arguments and the author suggested that this direction may
have been difficult to implement in conversation.
Goal Instructions and Elaborated Questions. Since a previous study found
that the goal instruction ‘generate as many reasons as possible’ resulted in more
balanced argumentation in an online environment (Nussbaum, 2005), another study was

conducted to try to replicate this finding (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008). In addition, this
study also examined the effects o f elaborating on possible lines o f reasoning within the
question prompt, and the role of prior attitudes, knowledge and interest. The study asked
learners to construct an argument about wearing uniforms in public schools and crossed
the goal instruction to generate as many reasons as possible (goal/no goal) with an
elaborated question (elaborated/unelaborated question) in a 2 x 2 randomized design.
Elaborated questions are prompts that briefly mention arguments on both sides o f the
issue, helping learners generate connections among ideas and between ideas and the
learners’ prior knowledge (Wittrock, 1992). The study also randomly assigned half of
the students to complete a preliminary attitude survey.
The study found that the goal instruction positively affected argument
development and exploration o f opposing views for high-issue knowledge students,
when prior knowledge was controlled (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008). The study also
found that high issue knowledge students benefited from the elaborated question which
asked students to generate as many reasons as possible. In particular, high issue
knowledge students produced more explanatory discourse when they were presented
with the goal instruction condition and more balanced and better developed individual
arguments when they were presented with both the goal instruction condition and the
elaborating question condition.
Purpose of Research
Gaps exist in our understanding of how goal instructions should be designed to
facilitate learning. The purpose o f this mixed-methods research study on online
discussion boards was to examine what effect different types o f goal instructions had on
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participants’ argumentation achievement and to understand the impact o f participants’
experiences o f the goal instructions. The aim o f this research was to contribute to better
designs o f online discussion prompts, ones which are more effective at enhancing
participants’ conceptual and epistemic understanding of a given topic.
Research Questions
One central research question guided this study: What is the effect o f goal
instructions with different degrees o f specificity on learners’ argumentation achievement
in online settings? More specifically, the study considered the following research
questions:
(a) What are the effects o f minimal, moderate, substantial and no goal
instructions on participants’ development scores?
(b) What are the effects o f minimal, moderate, substantial and no goal
instructions on participants’ balance scores?
(c) What are the effects o f minimal, moderate, substantial and no goal
instructions on participants’ explanatory discourse scores?
(d) What are the participants’ experiences o f minimal, moderate, substantial, and
no goal instructions?
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CHAPTER II
METHOD AND ANALYSIS
Method

Participants
Participants were recruited from six undergraduate human services courses in
offered by a mid-sized mid-Atlantic university during the summer 2013 semester. These
participants were chosen purposefully because they could best and most broadly inform
the questions studied (Creswell, 2009). All courses were at the upper-division level and
offered in an online format, consisting o f 2 sections o f HMSV368: Field Observation
Human Services, HMSV447: Addictions: Theory and Intervention, HMSV491: Family
Guidance, HMSV441: Nonprofit Fund Raising in Human Services, and HMSV341:
Introduction to Human Services. The Human Services and Counseling program prepares
students to do a wide variety o f community services such as helping others to cope with
social, personal, and environmental pressures. Participants from these courses were
recruited because courses in human services often address controversial topics, similar
to those brought up in the debate topics, and are taught online, an educational format
which the study focuses on. Finally, these participants were also specifically recruited
because, as undergraduates enrolled in upper-division courses, they have significant
experience in terms o f an educational background, but unlike graduate students, are not
yet narrowly focused on one particular subject or area o f study (T. Milliken, personal
communication, February 26, 2013).
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An a priori power analysis was performed using the statistical program A-priori
Sample Size Calculator for Multiple Regression (Soper, 2013). It indicated that based on
an alpha value o f 0.05, a medium effect size o f 0.15 yielded a recommended sample size
o f 84 participants (Cohen, 1988). A total o f 97 students (N = 97) participated in the
study in exchange for extra credit. Their participation was voluntary and instructors
provided alternative assignment options to students who wanted to receive extra credit
without participating in the study.
Demographic information about all participants was collected using a survey and
provided the researcher with information regarding the participants’ gender, academic
standing, age range, and major (see Table 1). The study participants were 86.50%
female and 13.50% male and 65.26% and 33.68% o f them were college seniors and
juniors, respectively. A total o f 47.42% o f participants were between the ages 20 - 24,
17.53% between the ages 25 - 29, 13.40% between the ages 30 - 39, 14.43% between
the ages 40 - 49, and 7.22% between the ages 50 - 59. Finally, the majority o f the
study’s participants, 80.41%, were human services majors.
Research Design
Participants in each course belonged to the same treatment group, i.e. the groups
were intact, and each course was assigned to one o f four treatment groups: no goal
instructions (control), minimal, moderate, and substantial goal instructions. Minimal and
no goal instructions groups each had one course o f participants while moderate and
substantial goal instructions groups each had two courses o f participants because they
had fewer total enrolled students. Students participated in three debates on their course’s
discussion board, each one lasting a week. Participants were instructed to post one
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original response and at least two replies to their peers’ posts. At the conclusion o f the
study, participants posted replies to the open-ended qualitative question about the
discussion activity in a separate discussion board thread.

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics o f Participants

Characteristic

Number

Percent (%)

97

100

83
13
1

86.50
13.50
1.03

Academic Year
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Skipped

0
I
32
62
2

0.00
1.05
33.68
65.26
2.06

Age Range
20-24
25-29
30-39
40-49
50-59

46
17
13
14
7

47.42
17.53
13.40
14.43
7.22

Major
Human Services
Psychology
Communications
Psychology/ Human Services (minor)
Other majors a

78
6
3
2
7

80.41
6.19
3.09
2.06
7.21

Total Number o f Participants
Gender
Female
Male
Skipped

Note. a health services, therapeutic recreation and human services, communications and
human services, high school counseling, occupational and technical studies, criminal
justice, and sociology.
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Two raters coded and scored each group’s responses, blind to the condition,
according to scales developed in an earlier study, measuring three different aspects of
argumentation quality: development, balance, and explanatory discourse (Golanics &
Nussbaum, 2008). The study’s dependent variables consisted o f the development,
balance, and explanatory discourse scores as well as the emergent themes, which came
from the qualitative analysis o f open-ended question’s responses.
Debate Prompts
The four intact groups received the same three prompts over a three-week period
(see Table 2): Should hospitals he mandated to provide birth control? Should doctorassisted suicides be legal or illegal fo r terminally-ill patients? Should recreational use
o f marijuana be legalized? These questions were generated by talking to one o f the
researcher’s committee members, also a professor in human services, who suggested
that the chosen debate questions should address controversial topics in the field,
generate debate and arguments, but not be content specific (T. Milliken, personal
communication, February 13, 2013).
The day after the deadline for submitting responses to the third debate, all
participants received a prompt, asking them to reflect on the discussion activity (see
Table 2): In no more than a paragraph, please describe your experience o f
the discussion activity. This question was generated after a discussion with the
researcher’s committee member who stated that responses from the qualitative question
will triangulate the quantitative data results, providing additional information regarding
themes and patterns emerging in each group, and across groups (T. Milliken, personal
communication, June 24, 2013). Answers to this question also served as a member
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check, giving the researcher the opportunity to get an understanding o f the participants’
experience o f the activity (Creswell, 2009; Merriam, 1998).

Table 2
Timeline o f Study and Debate Prompts

Time

Prompts

Week 1:
Mon - Fri

Should hospitals be mandated to provide birth control?

Week 2:
Mon - Fri

Should doctor assisted suicides be legal or illegal for
terminally-ill patients?

Week 3:
Mon - Fri

Should recreational use o f marijuana be legalized?

Week 3:
Fri - Sun

In no more than a paragraph, please describe your
experience o f the discussion activity.

Treatment Groups
The study had one independent variable (goal instructions) with four levels (none,
minimal, moderate and substantial). The exact instructions that participants received for
each week o f the study are found in Appendix C, D, and E.
No Goal Instructions. This group received only the debate prompt.
Minimal Goal Instructions. This group received the debate prompt and
instructions asking them to provide reasons for their positions.
Moderate Goal Instructions. This group received the debate prompt and
instructions asking them to provide reasons and evidence for their positions.
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Substantial Goal Instructions. This group received the debate prompt and
instructions asking them to provide reasons, evidence and assumptions for their
positions.
Instruments
Each group’s replies were scored using three scales: development, balance, and
explanatory discourse (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008; Nussbaum & Kardash, 2005).
Replies from week one were used to conduct rater training and to estimate inter-rater
reliability (' = 0.90). Two researchers coded discussion postings from weeks two and
three, blind to the condition, and assigned scores according to the following scales.
Development. Development, scored on a six-point scale, assessed how well
arguments were developed and gave higher scores for originality and evidentiary
support (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008). The development scale is found in Appendix F.
Balance. Balance, scored on a five-point scale, assessed how well arguments
presented both sides o f an issue (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008). The balance scale is
found in Appendix G.
Explanatory Discourse. Explanatory discourse, scored on a five-point scale,
assessed how well participants interacted with one another and considered each
member’s perspectives in a constructive way (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008). Because
explanatory discourse examines the interaction within the group, one overall score was
given to each group. The explanatory discourse scale is found in Appendix H.
These three scales, development, balance and explanatory discourse, were
developed and used in two previous studies (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008; Nussbaum &
Kardash, 2005). They are based on the standard model for analyzing arguments, which
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examines how claims are used to construct arguments, counter-arguments and rebuttals
(Beardsely, 1950; Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008; Inch & Wamick, 2002).
Procedure
The researcher conducted all interactions between her and the participants via
email. All students enrolled in the six human services courses in summer 2013 were
contacted by email, through Blackboard Learn™, a learning management system, with
information about the study and an invitation to participate. Prior to the beginning o f the
study and during the first week, all participants completed an informed consent IRB
release form and demographics survey (see Appendix A and B).
Each class of participants was assigned to one o f four treatment groups: no goal
instructions (control), minimal, moderate, and substantial goal instructions. Minimal and
no goal instructions groups each had one course o f participants while moderate and
substantial goal instructions groups each had two courses o f participants.
The three-week study was conducted entirely using each course’s asynchronous
threaded discussion board on Blackboard Learn™. Each w eek’s debate opened, at 12:00
a.m. Monday, and the researcher notified all students in each course o f its opening using
Blackboard’s course emailing system. Participants were instructed to post one original
response and at least two replies to their peers’ posts each week. All participants were
given tentative guidelines to post their original replies by Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. and post
at least two replies to other people’s posts by Friday at 5:00 p.m. These suggested
deadlines were used mainly to encourage participants to post their original replies earlier
in the week.
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Participants participated in a total o f three debates on their course’s discussion
board, each one lasting Monday through Friday. During the study, the researcher also
sent out emails to all students on Wednesdays, to remind them to post their replies. On
the third Wednesday, the reminder email also contained information about the upcoming
post-study question. On Friday, after the debate for week three ended, participants were
asked to post their replies to the open-ended qualitative question. The post-study
question’s discussion thread opened on Friday at 5:00 p.m. and participants were asked
to post their replies by Sunday 11:59 p.m. Discussion boards remained opened for all
three weeks.
Coding and Scoring
All responses were coded and scored by two raters. There were four participants
who participated in more than one class’ debates. Their responses were eliminated prior
to coding and scoring. The quantitative aspect o f the study had one independent variable
(goal instructions) with four levels (no, minimal, moderate and substantial) and three
dependent variables (development, balance, explanatory discourse). Qualitative data
consisted of identifying emerging themes from the qualitative question responses and
determining whether there were any differences in themes across the different goal
instruction groups. Table 3 presents an overview o f how the data was coded and scored.
Coding. Dedoose, a web-based quantitative and qualitative data analysis
software, was used to develop the codebook, conduct rater training, find the inter-rater
reliability score, and code the responses. To achieve the appropriate level o f reliability,
the researcher enlisted the help o f a volunteer rater. Together, the team o f two raters
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segmented the text, created a codebook, coded the text, assessed the inter-rater
reliability, modified the codebook, and coded the responses.

Table 3
Research Questions and Analysis Methods

Research Question

Coding/Scoring

What are the effects o f minimal,
moderate, substantial and no goal
instructions on participants’
development scores?

Posts (week 2, 3) coded® and scored
using 6-point development scaleb.
Data analyzed using MANOVA, one
way ANOVA.

What are the effects of minimal,
moderate, substantial and no goal
instructions on participants’ balance
scores?

Posts (week 2 ,3 ) coded3 and scored
using 5-point balance scaleb. Data

What are the effects o f minimal,
moderate, substantial and no goal
instructions on participants’
explanatory discourse scores?

Posts (week 2, 3) coded3 and scored
using 5-point explanatory discourse
scaleb. Data analyzed using
MANOVA, one-way ANOVA.

What are the emergent themes of
minimal, moderate, substantial and no
goal instructions?

analyzed using M A N O V A , one-w ay

ANOVA.

Posts (qualitative question) coded
according themes. Data triangulated
with quantitative data results.

N o te .3by two raters, blind to the condition, whose inter-rater reliability was kappa
0.94
b developed by Golanics and Nussbaum (2008)

Text consisted o f all replies posted on each class’ discussion board, each week o f
the study. Text was segmented into individual posts made in reply to the debate
questions. To generate the first draft of the codebook, team members focused on
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responses from the first week o f the study, a portion of the data, which was
representative o f the whole.
In particular, team members worked independently to examine responses to
week one debate question and put forth a set o f themes such as “argument,” “reasons,”
“counterargument,” and “conclusion,” which focused on specific aspects o f a quality
argument. Using these themes, the raters came up with a list o f eleven codes, taking into
account the relevance of the codes to the goals o f the study (Hruschka et al., 2004).
Codes were separated into three main categories: argument, counterargument, and
conclusion. Argument and counterargument categories each had five codes while the
conclusion category had only one code (see Table 4). All codes emerged from qualities
o f good argumentation and were similar to the goal instructions in the fourth treatment
group.
After developing the list o f codes, the raters then came up with a list o f rules,
which they used to decide whether a particular discussion board post had or did not have
instances o f a specific code (Hruschka et ah, 2004). In general, the team agreed that the
discussion board replies were going to be evaluated as a whole and individual codes
were going to be assigned to individual sentences or parts o f sentences within the reply.
A particular post could have a number o f different reasons within one post, and if posts
had more than one reason then it was up to the rater to count the number o f reasons and
include that in the coding. The team also agreed that posts which did not contain reasons
or evidence for why others might disagree would not receive any codes under the
“counterargument” category and posts which did not have some sort o f conclusion at the
end o f the post or at the very least a restatement o f the participant’s statement o f opinion
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at the end of the post would not receive a “conclusion” code. Furthermore, to get the
“statement o f opinion” code, the text would have to explicitly identify the participants’
opinion, i.e. “assisted suicide should not be allow ed...”

Table 4
Quantitative Data Codebook

Category

Codes

Argument

Statement o f opinion
Reasons to justify your position
Evidence that supports your reasons
Assumptions you are making
Implications o f these assumptions

Counterargument

Reasons why others might disagree with you
Evidence that supports these reasons
Assumptions that these people are making
Implications o f their assumptions
Why their reasons are wrong

Conclusion

Conclusion

After developing the initial draft o f the codebook, the team began the process o f
coding, reliability assessment, codebook modification, and recoding (Hruschka et al.,
2004). Raters took three random postings from each treatment group and applied the
codebook collaboratively. After the team reached an understanding as to how to apply
the codes, they proceeded to the first coding round. The lead coder, the researcher,
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distributed a set o f three postings, chosen randomly from the week one responses, and
the team coded the responses independently according to the first draft o f the codebook.
To assess the degree to which a set of texts were consistently coded by different
coders, the researcher calculated inter-coder reliability using k, Cohen’s kappa (Cohen,
1960). K was chosen because it corrects for chance agreement between the coders by
preventing the inflation of reliability scores (Hruschka et al., 2004). Research suggests
that the criteria for identifying almost perfect or excellent agreement should have

k

of

0.81- 1.00 (Landis & Koch, 1977) and 0.75-1.00 (Cicchetti, 1994). To ensure a very
high level o f reliability, the researcher chose a strict cutoff o f k > 0.90 (Miles &
Huberman, 1994).
The inter-coder reliability for the first coding round had

k

= 0.75. Because this k

was below the criteria set, the inter-coder reliability was found to be insufficient and the
team went back and discussed the codes in more detail to modify the codebook and
clarify the codes. One o f the issues found was that the researcher was coding the same
sentence with multiple codes while the other rater was generally assigning only one code
per sentence. Further clarification was also needed regarding what was coded “reasons”
and what was coded as “evidence.” The team decided that, in explaining why
participants held particular opinions, sentences which contained phrases such as “I
think,” “I feel,” “in my opinion,” and statements along those lines would be coded as
“reasons to justify your position.” The “evidence that supports your reasons” code
would only be assigned to statements which specifically identified evidence for the
participants’ beliefs, regardless o f whether it is scientifically appropriate evidence. For
example, many participants cited “miracles” as evidence for why they thought assisted
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suicide should not be made legal. Because their reasons for holding a particular opinion
were based on a belief in God, mentions o f miracles were coded as “evidence.”
After the codebook was modified accordingly, the coding process was repeated
again. This time, the team coded two sets o f six randomly chosen questions each,
conducting no training or code modification in between tests. The researcher assessed
inter-rater reliability and found that the first and second set had
respectively. Because

k

k

= 0.88 and 1.0,

for the second set and the average o f k for the first and second

set are both above the acceptable inter-rater reliability threshold o f k = 0.90, training was
concluded. Once sufficient inter-coder reliability was achieved, the entire set of
responses was coded following the final draft o f the codebook. The researcher split up
the responses from weeks two and three, with each coder doing every other question,
blinded to the condition. The coding was completed within three days so the systematic
inter-coder reliability checks did not need to be conducted throughout the coding
process.
Scoring. Once all the posts for weeks two and three were coded, the team worked
together to assign development and balance scores to each post, including the
participants’ original post and the replies. The team also worked together to assign
explanatory discourse scores. One explanatory discourse score was assigned to each
group for each week and these scores excluded all original posts from analysis.
Development scale. The development scale (see Appendix F) takes into account
three aspects: lines o f argumentation, originality and evidence (Golanics & Nussbaum,
2008). The team focused mainly on lines o f argument and evidence (counting both
“reasons” and “evidence” codes as evidence) and excluded originality. Originality was
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not an important factor in these debates because controversial topics were discussed and
the focus o f the research is on developing complete arguments rather than coming up
with novel information. As a result, the discussion board postings were not restricted in
viewing and all classmates could see each other’s postings at all times.
The development scale was interpreted in the following way. The team divided
the development scale into four categories: lines o f argumentation, statement o f opinion,
reasons and evidence (see Table 5). The assignment o f scores was primarily based on the
number o f reasons and pieces o f evidence that a particular text contained. To assign the
scores, the team examined the coding and counted up the reasons and evidence within the
post. To receive a score o f six points, the post had to have five to six lines o f
argumentation, four reasons, three reasons and one piece o f evidence or two reasons and
two pieces o f evidence. To receive a score o f five points, the post had to have five lines
o f argumentation, three reasons or two reasons and one piece o f evidence. Because the
development scale is a measure o f development, a post had to have at least one reason to
get a score o f more than three points.

Table 5
Interpretation o f Development Scale

6 points

5 points

4 points

3 points

2 points

1 points

Lines o f argumentation

6- 5

5

4

3

2

1

Statement o f opinion

1

1

1

1

1

Reasons

2, 3, or 4

2 or 3

1 or 2

1

-

Evidence

2, 1, o r 0

1 orO

1 or 0

-

-
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Balance scale. The balance scale (see Appendix G) evaluates how well a text
considers opposing views. The team interpreted and applied the balance scale in the
following way (see Table 6). Posts which received five points contained two reasons for a
particular opinion (a code under the argument category), one reason as to why others
would say that opinion was wrong (a code under the counterargument category), a
statement o f why that reason was wrong, and a solution. To receive a balance score of
four or higher, a post had to include a solution, as well as one reason for and one reason
against a particular opinion. To get a balance score o f a three, a post had to include one
reason for, one reasons against and either why the reason against a particular opinion was
wrong or a solution. Posts without codes under the counterargument category received a
score o f one out o f five.

Table 6
Interpretation o f Balance Scale

5 points

4 points

3 points 2 points

1 point

Reasons for

2

1

1 or 1

1

1

Reasons against

1

I

1 or 1

1

-

Why those reasons are wrong

1

1

O or 1

-

-

Solution

1

1

1 orO

-

-

Explanatory discourse scale. The explanatory discourse scale (see Appendix H)
is a scale that evaluates the interaction o f the group as a whole. Because it is a score for
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interaction, one overall score was assigned to each group. Unlike development and
balance scores, which assigned scores to each post regardless o f whether it was an
original post or a reply, the team assigned explanatory discourse scores to only reply
posts (replies that participants posted to other participants’ posts). Prior to assigning
explanatory discourse scores as a team, the researcher first went through all the postings
and excluded all original posts from the scoring. These posts were excluded because the
scale explicitly focuses on participants’ replies.
In order to assign an appropriate explanatory discourse score to the group, the
team went through the posts and assigned scores to individual posts. The explanatory
discourse scale is a measure o f whether members’ posts are explanatory (critical, but
flexible and willing to concede) and to what degree the group as a whole is explanatory
(Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008). According to the scale, posts might also be cumulative
(all agree/ built on each other’s ideas) or disputational (all opposed each other’s ideas).
The researcher applied the scale in the following way. Each post was assigned an
(E), (C) or (D), depending on whether it was explanatory (E), cumulative (C) or
disputational (D). Posts which were critical yet flexible and/or showed that the participant
was listening to what others’ were saying and willing to concede were given an (E),
which was worth one point. Posts which only opposed others’ ideas or only agreed with
others were scored a (C) or a (D), respectively. Both (C )’s and (D )’s were worth zero
points because they did not demonstrate explanatory discourse. The number o f each
group’s (E) scores were then counted up and divided by the total number o f possible
scores, allowing the team to find out what percentage o f the posts within each group were
explanatory.
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To assign each group an overall score for explanatory discourse, the team then
applied the explanatory discourse scale. The scale says that a score o f four means that
two thirds o f the members o f a group are explanatory. Therefore, if a group had a score
around .667 for a particular week, meaning 66.7% o f its members’ posts were
explanatory, then the group was assigned a score o f four for explanatory discourse. To
get a five, the group had to have an explanatory percentage o f 83.35 or above. To get a
score o f three, the group had to have explanatory percentage o f around 33.33 (see Table
7). Unlike development and balance scores, explanatory discourse scores were assigned
for each week, one for week two and one for week three. Thus, each group had two
explanatory discourse scores. These scores were then averaged to get an overall
explanatory discourse score for each group.

Table 7
Interpretation o f Explanatory Discourse Scale
5 points

4 points

3 points

2 points

1 point

% o f explanatory posts
within each group

100

66.67

33.33

16.75

n/a

(% range)

(83.35 - 1 0 0 ) (5 0 .0 5 83.34)

(1 6 .7 5 50.04)

n/a

n/a

Qualitative Data Coding
Qualitative analysis was performed on all responses to the qualitative question,
in no more than a paragraph, please describe your experience o f the activity, which
participants received after they participated in three debates. All responses were
included in the coding and analysis o f emergent themes except responses posted by four
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participants who were enrolled in multiple classes and participated in the study multiple
times.
Coding. After excluding the repeat participants’ responses, the researcher
organized all discussion board responses to the qualitative question into a chart and went
through each post individually to pick out the relevant concepts and themes. The
researcher used the chart to identify recurring ideas, language and patters o f belief that
connected people and settings (Marshall & Rossman, 1995). Examining the responses to
the qualitative question, the researcher found that many responses contained similar
phrases, observations and ideas and made a list o f these items. Furthermore, the
researcher also kept track o f the unexpected observations and ideas that the respondents
posted and included these in her notes.
After examining the list o f identified phrases and observations, the researcher
organized these items into fourteen codes, also known as categories (see Table 8).

Table 8
Qualitative Data Codebook
___________________________________ Codes_________________________
Open environment to express opinion
Did not feel environment was open
Topics were touchy/controversial
Liked that the topics were controversial
Interesting to see others’ perspectives
Topics made me think about my views
Discussions allowed me to learn from others
Allowed me to consider other people’s perspective
Allowed me to consider why others might think my views were wrong
Gave me opportunity to discuss issues that are not often mentioned in class
Discussions similar to class discussions
Encouraged me to do some research
Wish more people participated
Enjoy opportunity for extra credit____________________________________

Examples o f codes are “interesting to see others’ perspectives,” “topics were
touchy/controversial,” “topics made me think about my views,” and “did not feel the
environment was open.” Later in the analysis, the researcher organized the codes
according to treatment group, counted instances o f each code, and came up with
emergent themes.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Quantitative Data
Quality o f argumentation, using development and balance scores, was measured
in four groups o f goal instructions: minimal, moderate, substantial and no goal
instructions. SPSS statistical software was used to analyze the data. Data was analyzed
using one-way MANOVA with four-levels o f independent variables and two dependent
variables (development and balance) in the analysis. MANOVA is a significance test of
group differences, which reduces the experimental-wise level o f Type 1 error and takes
into account the inter-correlations among the dependent variables (Hinkle, Wiersma, &
Jurs, 2003). The last dependent variable, explanatory discourse, was not included in this
analysis because there was only one score assigned to each group. As a result, this data
was analyzed using one-way ANOVA, a special case of multiple regression, which
focuses on differences across groups rather than on the prediction o f one variable
(Cohen, 1968; Keith, 2006).
MANOVA. Initial statistics (see Table 9) suggested that participants in different
goal instructions groups have similar development and balance scores. One-way
MANOVA statistics, found in Table 10, represents a calculation for multivariate
significance. Because the study had more than two treatment groups, W ilks’ Lambda (k)
outcome (Mayers, 2013) was used. Results indicated that there were statistically
significant differences in development and balance scores across different types of goal
instructions, F (6, 540) = 3.207, p = .004 (p < 0.05); Wilk's k - 0.932, partial r|2 = 0.034.
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Table 9
MANOVA Descriptive Statistics
Goal Instructions

Mean

Std. Deviation

N

Development

No
Minimal
Moderate
Substantial
Total

3.4328
3.8776
4.0122
3.5455
3.7164

1.58806
1.88892
1.88885
2.06821
1.87947

67
49
82
77
275

Balance

No
Minimal
Moderate
Substantial
Total

1.4478
2.5510
2.1220
2.1299
2.0364

1.13195
1.83781
1.65843
1.74982
1.64299

67
49
82
77
275

Homogeneity of Variance. Prior to moving on to conducting post hoc
tests, the researcher checked the homogeneity o f variance assumption to make sure
that that the findings o f one-way MANOVA analysis were valid. In particular, she
examined the results of the Levene’s test, which tests the null hypothesis that the
error variance o f the dependent variable is equal across groups (see Table 11).
Because Sig. values (p) for both development and balance scores were less than
alpha of .05 (p< .05), the researcher rejected the null hypothesis and concluded that
there are significant differences in between-group variances.
ANOVA. Due to problems with homogeneity o f variance for both
development and balance scores, the researcher conducted independent one-way
ANOVA analyses with Brown-Forsythe and W elch’s F adjustments. The researcher
chose to use the Welch statistic because it is more conservative and powerful than
the Brown-Forsythe statistic (Mayers, 2013).
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Table 10
MANOVA Results

Partial
Hypothesis
Effect

Intercept

Value

Pillai's Trace
Wilks'
Lambda
Hotelling's
Trace
Roy's Largest
Root

F

Eta
Error df

df

Sig.

Squared

.794 521.115a

2.000

270.000

.000

.794

.206 521.115a

2.000

270.000

.000

.794

3.860 521.115a

2.000

270.000

.000

.794

3.860 521.115a

2.000

270.000

.000

.794

.068

3.197

6.000

542.000

.004

.034

.932

3.207a

6.000

540.000

.004

.034

Trace
Roy's Largest

.072

3.217

6.000

538.000

.004

.035

Root

.058

5.273b

3.000

271.000

.002

.055

Goal
Pillai's Trace
Instruction Wilks'
s
Lambda
Hotelling's

Note. Alpha = .05 “ Exact statistic b The statistic is an upper bound on F that yields a
lower bound on the significance level.

T able 11

Levene’s test fo r equality o f variances

Development
Balance

F

dfl

df2

4.903

3

271

Sig.002

17.149

3

271

.000
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The unadjusted one-way ANOVA outcomes for development, F (3, 271) =
1.527,/? = .208, and for balance, F (3, 271) = 4.820,/? = .003 (see Table 12). Table
13 shows the revised outcome, adjusted by Welch and Brown-Forsythe’s F
statistics. Using the Welch statistic, the researcher found that F (3, 140.525) =
1.650,/? = .181 (p > .05). Because the alpha level was set at .05, the researcher
rejected the null hypothesis and concluded that the adjusted F ratio was not
significant, i.e., there was no significant difference in development scores across
goal instructions types. Similarly, the researcher found the adjusted F ratio of
balance scores using the Welch statistic: F (3, 137.285) = 6.475,/? = .000 (/? < .05),
concluding that there were significant differences in balance scores across goal
instructions types.

Table 12
Unadjusted ANOVA- Development and Balance

Balance

Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total

Development Between
Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum o f
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

37.465

3

12.488

4.820

.003

702.171
739.636

271
274

2.591

16.085

3

5.362

1.527

.208

951.792
967.876

271
274

3.512

Post-Hoc Test. Because the adjusted F ratio o f balance scores was found to be
significant with the Welch statistic, the researcher compared the group means using the
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Games-Howell post-hoc test. This pairwise comparison test was chosen because it is the
appropriate test to use when the equal variances assumption has been violated (Mayers,
2013).

Table 13
Adjusted outcome for homogeneity o f variance

Statistic3

dfl

df2

Sig.

Welch
Brown-Forsythe

6.475
4.755

3
3

137.285
218.093

.000
.003

Development Welch
Brown-Forsythe

1.650
1.543

3
3

140.525
248.929

.181
.204

Balance

N ote. “ A sy m p to tic a lly F distributed.

Games-Howell pairwise comparison tests revealed that there were significant
differences in the balance scores between minimal and no goal instructions (mean
difference = 1.103; 95 % Cl = .323, 1.883; p < .05; d = 0.723; r = 0.340), moderate and
no goal instructions (mean difference = .6742; 95 % Cl = .078, 1.271;/? < .05; d = 0.475;
r = 0.231), and substantial and no goal instructions (mean difference = .6821; 95 % Cl =
.051, 1.314;/? < .05; d = 0.463; r = 0.225) (see Table 14). The Cohen’s effect size values

(d= 0.723, 0.475, 0.463), suggested medium to high practical significance in the balance
scores between minimal, moderate and substantial goal instructions, respectively, and the
control group (Cohen, 1988). The tests did not reveal significant differences in balance
scores between the other groups (minimal and moderate; minimal and substantial;
moderate and substantial; p < .05).
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Table 14
Pairwise Comparison Tests - Balance

*

Minimal
Moderate
Substantial

No

Mean
Difference
(I-J) Std. Error

95% Confidence Interval
Sig.

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

-.6742*
-.6821*

.2967
.2295
.2427

.002
.020
.029

-1.883
-1.271
-1.314

-.323
-.078
-.051

o

(J) Goal
Instructions
Group

l

(I) Goal
Instructions
Group

Minimal

No
Moderate
Substantial

1.1033’
.4291
.4212

.2967
.3201
.3297

.002
.540
.579

.323
-.408
-.440

1.883
1.267
1.283

Moderate

No
Minimal
Substantial

.6742*
-.4291
-.0079

.2295
.3201
.2708

.020
.540

.078
-1.267
-.711

1.271
.408
.695

.6821*
-.4212
.0079

.2427
.3297
.2708

.051
-1.283
-.695

1.314
.440
.711

Substantial No
Minimal
Moderate

1.000
.029
.579

1.000

Note. * The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

ANOVA - Explanatory Discourse. The researcher also conducted one-way
ANOVA analysis o f explanatory discourse scores. Each group had two scores, one
overall score for week two and one for week three. Each group’s mean was between 3
and 4 (see Table 15). One-way ANOVA results, F (3, 4) = 6.00,/? = 0.058 {p > .05),
allowed the researcher to conclude that there were near significant differences in
explanatory discourse scores across goal instructions groups (see Table 16). Because no
significant differences were found, the researcher did not conduct any post-hoc tests on
explanatory discourse scores.
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Table 15
Explanatory Discourse Descriptives
95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Goal
Instructions
Group

N

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std.
Error

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Minimum Maximum

No

2

3.0000

.00000

.00000

3.0000

3.0000

3.00

3.00

M inim al

2

4.0000

.00000

.00000

4.0000

4.0000

4.00

4.00

M od erate

2

3.7500

.35355

.25000

.5734

6.9266

3.50

4.00

Substantial

2

3.7500

.35355

.25000

.5734

6.9266

3.50

4.00

T otal

8

3.6250

.44320

.15670

3.2545

3.9955

3.00

4.00

Table 16
ANOVA - Explanatory Discourse

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares

df

1.125
.250
1.375

3
4
7

Mean
Square

.375
.063

F

Sig.

6.000

.058

Qualitative Data
After coming up with a list o f fourteen codes using the responses to the openended question about the discussion activity, the researcher organized the codes
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according to treatment group, or type o f goal instructions, and counted instances o f each
code (see Table 17). Examples o f codes that appeared often within each goal instructions
group were “open environment to express opinion” in the control group, “topics were
touchy/controversial” in the minimal group, “discussions allowed me to leam from
others” in the moderate group, and “interesting to see others’ perspectives” in the
substantial group.

Table 17
Codes by Treatment Group (Type o f Goal Instructions)
Codes

No

Open environment to express opinion

7

5

5

3

Did not feel environment was open

0

1

1

0

Topics were touchy/controversial

4

5

3

5

Liked that the topics were controversial

0

2

0

1

Interesting to see others’ perspectives

5

3

8

10

Topics made me think about my view s

3

2

6

2

D iscussions allowed me to leam from
others

1

1

8

4

A llow ed me to consider other people’s
perspective

1

0

4

0

A llow ed me to consider w hy others
might think my view s were wrong

0

1

1

0

Gave me opportunity to discuss issues
that are not often mentioned in class

1

1

1

3

D iscussions similar to class discussions

0

0

1

1

Encouraged me to do som e research

0

1

1

1

Wish more people participated

0

1

0

1

Enjoy opportunity for extra credit

0

0

0

5

Minimal Moderate Substantial
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After examining the codes, the researcher looked for looked for emergent
themes, which gave the data greater depth in meaning (O ’Connor & Gibson, 2003). A
total o f four themes emerged: “discussion board environment,” “views about topics,”
“thinking and learning as a result o f discussion,” and “relationship to classwork” (see
Table 18).

Table 18
Codes organized into Themes

Themes

Codes

Discussion board
environment

Open environment to express opinion
Did not feel environment was open

Views about topics

Topics were touchy/controversial
Liked that the topics were controversial
Interesting to see others’ perspectives
Topics made me think about my views

Thinking and learning as a
result o f discussion

Discussions allowed me to leam from others
Allowed me to consider other people’s
perspective
Allowed me to consider why others might
think my views were wrong

Relationship to classwork

Gave me opportunity to discuss issues that are
not often mentioned in class
Discussions similar to class discussions

Uncategorized

Wish more people participated
Encouraged me to do some research
Enjoy opportunity for extra credit

The following is an example o f a response, in the control group, for the first
theme, “discussion board environment”:
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I found the three questions asked for this extra credit opportunity were a little
controversial. These topics are ones that have been in the news and ones that
bring out a lot o f emotions in people. I feel that, even thought there was a lot of
different views and opinions, the class as a whole was very respectful when
replying to other class members.
An excerpt from a response found in the minimal goal instructions group for the
second theme, “views about topics” :
I enjoyed this extra credit project. I thought the questions were perfect for
receiving opposing views. It made me seriously think objectively by citing views
that may have been different from my own. It was good to see that some people
did have different views than my own.
An example o f a response found in the moderate goal instructions group for the
third theme, “thinking and learning as a result o f discussion” :
This was an interesting extra credit exercise. The discussion questions did make
one think outside o f the box. To me replying to two other classmates allowed me
to view their opinions without being judgmental to their thoughts. I respected
what they stated even though I did not agree. Sometimes reading others opinions
allows us to view topics in a different light. The discussion questions allowed me
to look within m yself on writing the answers. It also allowed me the opportunity
to look up certain topics on the internet. Those topics I looked up would
otherwise most likely have never been looked at. This exercise permitted me to
open my own mindset up to look at certain things in a different light. The
questions especially the first one was looked at differently among classmates. It
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shows that people can interrupt questions in a different way o f thinking as far as
what is being asked. Young people do have different opinions than the older
generation. By reading what they wrote, it allowed me to be respectful and yes to
wonder how they can think some o f the things they do. You stated be honest!
An example o f a response found in the substantial goal instructions group for the
fourth theme, “relationship to classwork”:
I actually really enjoyed taking part in this study. I appreciated being able to read
and respond to other people's posts. I feel like, at least at my age, there are not
many opportunities given for me to take part in debate in such controversial
topics. What I enjoyed the most was knowing that those who were responding
seemed to be very interested and informed on the different topics. Thank you for
the opportunity!
The analysis o f the codes and themes revealed that participants across all goal
instructions groups noted that the discussion board environment was open, it was
interesting to see others’ perspectives, the topics were touchy and/or controversial, and
the discussions allowed them to leam from others. Most participants’ statements were
very general and unspecific and no respondents made any statements about the
specificity o f instructions in the debate prompt. Instead, most participants focused their
responses on the actual debate topics. As a result, there seemed to be few differences
across the different treatment groups with respect to codes and themes.
The power o f qualitative analysis is that it aims to minimize leading the
participants in any one particular direction. Thus, the researcher also interpreted the
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qualitative findings by examining the differences in respondents’ focus on the topics
between those who received limited and those who received extended goal instructions.
This approach revealed that the most popular codes in control and minimal goal
instructions groups were “open environment to express opinion” and “interesting to see
others’ perspectives” while the most popular codes in moderate and substantial goal
instructions groups were “interesting to see others’ perspectives” and “discussions
allowed me to learn from others.” These findings suggested that respondents who
received few instructions focused their discussions on the environment itself while
respondents who received many instructions focused their discussions on the impact that
topics had on them.
The validity o f qualitative analysis findings is higher when they are confirmed by
more than one instrument (O ’Connor & Gibson, 2003). The researcher triangulated the
data from different methods by examining both the qualitative and quantitative results.
The major finding o f the qualitative data analysis was that the codes and themes
emerging from the open-ended response question showed that there were few
differences across goal instruction groups. This finding was confirmed by the results o f
the quantitative portion of the study, which found no significant differences in
development and explanatory discourse scores across all goal instruction groups and no
significant differences in balance scores across minimal, moderate and substantial goal
instructions groups.
Summary of Findings
In the examination of the effects o f goal instructions with different degrees o f
complexity on the quality o f argumentation, as measured by development, balance and
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explanatory discourse scores, the researcher found that there were significant differences
in balance scores between the goal instructions groups and the control condition (no goal
instructions) (F (3, 137.285) = 6.475,/? < .05), but not among the goal instruction groups
themselves (minimal, moderate and substantial). In particular, pairwise comparison tests
showed that there were significant differences between minimal goal instructions and the
control condition (M = 1.103, 95% Cl [.323, 1.883],/? < .05; d = 0.723; r = 0.340),
moderate goal instructions and the control condition (M = .6742, 95% Cl [.078, 1.271],
p < .05; d = 0.475; r = 0.231), and substantial goal instructions and the control condition
(M = .6821, 95% Cl [.051, 1.314],/? < .05; d = 0.463; r = 0.225). Results also showed
that there were no significant differences across treatment groups in development (F (3,
140.53) = 1.65,/? > .05) and explanatory discourse scores (F (3, 4) = 6.00, p > .05).
However, explanatory discourse scores were very close to significant (/? = 0.058),
showing that the goal instructions did have some positive effect.
Themes emerging from the qualitative portion the study also showed few
differences across goal instruction groups. Most participants noted that the topics were
controversial, that they felt comfortable expressing their opinions, and that they found it
interesting to read other student’s perspectives on these controversial topics. Most
participants’ opinions were very general and unspecific and no respondents made any
statements about the specificity o f instructions in the debate prompt. Instead, most
participants focused the responses on the actual debate topics.
Qualitative analysis also revealed that the most popular codes in control and
minimal goal instructions groups were “open environment to express opinion” and
“interesting to see others’ perspectives” while the most popular codes in moderate and

substantial goal instructions groups were “interesting to see others’ perspectives” and
“discussions allowed me to learn from others.” These findings suggest that participants
who received limited goal instructions focused mainly on the discussion board
environment while participants who received extended goal instructions focused their
discussions on the impact that topics had on them.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The process o f argumentation alters students’ underlying beliefs and allows them
to identify misconceptions (Baker, 1999). Argumentation is central to learning because it
facilitates conceptual change, the process o f incorporating new perspectives on a
particular issue into a conceptual framework (Asterhan & Schwarz, 2007; Baker, 1999;
Nussbaum & Sinatra, 2003; Wiley & Voss, 1999). When incorporated into learning
environments, argumentation enhances students’ epistemic and conceptual understanding
o f a topic (Duschl & Osborne, 2002; Wiley & Voss, 1999). However, argumentation is
only conducive to learning when the quality of argumentation is high, i.e., students
construct strong arguments (Kuhn, 1991; Means & Voss, 1996). One way that students
can be prompted to construct better arguments might be through goal instructions
(Jonassen, 1999; Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989; Woods, Bruner, & Ross, 1976). This
study investigated the use o f goal instructions as a scaffold to support the development o f
strong arguments in an asynchronous online discussion.
Research Questions
In this study, the researcher compared the effects o f different goal instruction
conditions (none, minimal, moderate, and substantial) on argumentation development,
balance and explanatory discourse scores in an effort to answer the study’s central
research question: what is the effect o f goal instructions with different degrees o f
specificity on learners’ argumentation achievement? More specifically, the study aimed
to answer the following research questions: (a) What are the effects o f minimal,
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moderate, substantial and no goal instructions on participants’ development scores? (b)
What are the effects o f minimal, moderate, substantial and no goal instructions on
participants’ balance scores? (c) What are the effects o f minimal, moderate, substantial
and no goal instructions on participants’ explanatory discourse scores? (d) What are the
participants’ experiences o f minimal, moderate, substantial, and no goal instructions?
The study found significant differences in the balance scores between minimal,
moderate, and substantial goal instructions and the control condition (no goal
instructions), but no significant differences among the goal instructions conditions
themselves. These findings indicate that goal instructions are effective at creating more
balanced responses, which present both sides o f an issue. Furthermore, a comparison of
effect sizes suggests that minimal goal instructions are more effective than moderate and
substantial goal instructions in encouraging participants to present both sides o f an issue.
While the study did not find significant differences in explanatory discourse
scores among the groups, the differences were very close to being significant. This
suggests that goal instructions did have some positive effect on helping participants
consider other people’s positions in a constructive way and build on each other’s ideas.
This study’s balance and explanatory discourse findings are supported by the
findings o f a previous study, which found that learners who were instructed to produce
counterclaims and rebuttals generated more counterclaims, rebuttals, and reasons that
supported their rebuttals (Nussbaum & Kardash, 2005). They also confirm findings from
another study that found that the goal to generate as many reasons as possible resulted in
more balanced postings where both sides o f an issue were evaluated and explored almost
evenly (Nussbaum, 2005). One o f the reasons why goal instructions may be effective
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scaffolds for balanced arguments is their ability to activate collaborative argumentation
schema. This schema in turn helps learners identify patterns o f locating and correcting
problems within the argument (Nussbaum, 2002). Given the findings o f this study, it is
also possible to conclude that goal instructions do not need to be particularly specific or
detailed to be effective in facilitating balance in discourse.
The study did not find significant differences in the development scores among
any o f the groups. Findings revealed that minimal, moderate, substantial and no goal
instructions did not significantly help participants develop better arguments or create
postings with more reasons and evidence in support o f their positions. These findings are
supported by a previous study, which found that goal instructions did not have a positive
effect on argument development and explanatory discourse for low-issue knowledge
participants, when prior knowledge was controlled (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008).
This study’s findings that goal instructions did not have a positive effect on
argumentation development and explanatory discourse are also supported by literature on
cognitive development. Previous research suggests that cognitive development typically
takes a minimum o f a year to promote through deliberate psychological education
(Brendel, Kolbert, & Foster, 2002).
The development scale was interpreted in such a way that it focused mainly on
lines o f argument and evidence, counting both “reasons” and “evidence” codes as
evidence, and excluded originality. Originality was not considered to be an important
factor in evaluating development because participants were able to see each other’s initial
discussion postings. As a result, many participants who posted their initial posts later in
the week were able to read and engage with the responses that others have already made
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on the topic. This decision to exclude originality from the development score may have
impacted the outcome o f the study, which found no significant differences in
development scores across goal instruction groups.
Some findings o f this study varied from the findings o f other studies on goal
instructions, which found that more specific goal instructions resulted in better
argumentation (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008; Nussbaum, 2005, Nussbaum & Kardash,
2005). However, the findings o f this study may be attributed to participants’ decision to
ignore the majority o f the goal instructions. In this study, quality o f argumentation was
measured by development, balance and explanatory discourse scores and depended on the
coding o f the responses according to aspects o f quality argumentation. The goal
instructions were designed in such a way that if participants in the substantial goal
instruction groups answered all o f the questions in the goal instructions then their
responses would have all the appropriate codes o f a quality argument, i.e., ‘reasons,’
‘evidence,’ ‘counterarguments,’ ‘reasons why others are wrong,’ etc. The researcher
expected participants in the moderate and substantial goal instructions groups to have
much higher development and balance scores than participants in the other groups.
However, very few participants in the moderate and substantial goal instructions groups
posted complete responses. Only two responses in the moderate condition and one
response in the substantial condition were assigned codes under the entire
counterargument category, and no participants stated what evidence those who disagreed
with them had for their reasons or provided the assumption. As a result, it appears that
many participants did not read, did not understand or chose to ignore the majority o f the

goal instructions. This finding further supports the idea that the goal instructions need to
be simpler.
The researcher also did not find differences in the emergent themes across goal
instructions groups. The majority o f the responses to the open-ended qualitative question
focused exclusively on the controversial aspects o f the debate topics, rather than on the
context o f the goal instructions. The researcher expected participants in the substantial
goal instructions condition to point out something about the complexity o f the prompt, for
example, that the prompt asked them to do too much in one discussion board posting,
required them to think too much about the topic, etc. However, no participants made any
such statements, providing more evidence for one o f main findings o f the quantitative
analysis portion: that the majority o f the participants possibly ignored the vast majority o f
the goal instructions. The researcher suspects that very few participants, if any, read
and/or considered answering the questions which came after the debate topic question.
Findings might have been more informative if the qualitative question was much more
explicit by instructing participants to address the nature o f the goal instructions directly
instead of leaving it more open-ended.
Quantitative analysis also revealed that “open environment to express opinion”
and “interesting to see others’ perspectives” were the most popular codes in control and
minimal goal instructions groups and “interesting to see others’ perspectives” and
“discussions allowed me to learn from others” were the most popular codes in moderate
and substantial goal instructions groups. These finding suggested that participants who
received limited instructions focused their discussions on the environment itself while
participants who received extended instructions focused their discussions on the impact
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that debates had on them. Therefore, it is likely that more extended instructions made an
impact on encouraging participants to think about their views and consider other
people’s perspectives.
Conclusion
Different types o f goal instructions presented in this study aimed at encouraging
participants to engage in better argumentation without explicitly teaching them how to
construct good arguments. Results showed that goal instructions are effective in creating
more balanced responses, which consider both sides o f a controversial topic, and that any
level o f specificity in the goal instructions is effective in creating balanced replies in
comparison to no goal instructions. Results also suggest that minimal goal instructions
might be more effective in creating balance replies than moderate and substantial goal
instructions and that goal instructions have some positive effect on encouraging students
to explore opposing perspectives. This study’s findings are supported by prior studies,
which also found goal instructions to be effective in helping participants evaluate and
explore both sides o f an issue (Nussbaum, 2005; Nussbaum & Kardash, 2005). Finally,
the effectiveness o f goal instructions in facilitating balance may be attributed to their
ability to activate participants’ collaborative argumentation schema (Nussbaum, 2002).
The results o f this study suggest that teachers who use goal instructions in distance
courses to provide their students with a platform to engage in quality argumentation
should focus their energies on providing simple and concise instructions in addition to the
debate prompts.
Limitations
One o f the main limitations o f this study is how quality o f argumentation is
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evaluated. The researcher chose to use the development, balance and explanatory
discourse scales used previously because it presented a more holistic approach to
evaluating quality of argumentation (Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008). However, using these
scales is only one of the many ways of evaluating argumentation quality, and there is
currently uncertainty in how argumentation quality should be judged (Erduran, 2008;
Nussbaum, 2011; Scheuer et al., 2010). Some studies focus on certain features o f sound
arguments such as relevant and acceptable reasons (Means & Voss, 1996), others on a
general evaluator criteria, such as lack o f supporting evidence (Kuhn, Kenyon & Reiser,
2006), and others propose a framework for evaluating arguments on two dimensions:
conceptual quality and levels o f opposition (Clark & Sampson, 2008). Furthermore, some
studies rely entirely on quantity o f arguments, counterarguments, rebuttals, and evidence,
ignoring the content o f the arguments (Nussbaum, Winsor, Aqui & Poliquin, 2007) while
others focus entirely on one aspect o f argumentation: the counterargument (Jonassen &
Cho, 2011; Kuhn, Goh, Iordanou, & Shaenfield, 2008).
Another important limitation o f this study is that originality, or the extent to
which participants’ initial posts contained original arguments that were not brought up by
any other students, was not considered an important factor in evaluating development.
Originality was one o f the evaluators used to apply the development scale and this
study’s decision to leave the discussion groups open and interpret the scale without it
likely had an impact on how those responses were coded and scored. Furthermore, this
decision impacted the outcome o f the study, which found no significant differences in
development scores across goal instruction groups.
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Finally, another limitation o f this study is lack o f direct incentive. While
participants were provided with extra credit points to encourage their participation in the
study, they were not incentivized directly to provide complete and through responses.
Participants who participated in all three weeks o f the study were provided with the same
number o f extra credit points regardless o f the number and the thoroughness o f their
responses. This decision might have had an adverse effect on the quality of
argumentation, especially for participants in the moderate and substantial groups.
Future Research
The findings o f this study suggest that the majority o f the moderate and
substantial goal instructions may have been dismissed by many o f the participants. This
conclusion suggests that further research is needed to determine why the instructions
were ignored and how goals should be presented to encourage participants to follow all
the instructions. It is possible that the controversial nature of the debates made the
participants eager to relay their opinions and to engage in the discussion, causing them to
ignore, overlook or dismiss the instructions in the prompts. Another possibility is that the
instructions were too complicated and/or participants did not want to engage in the actual
activity o f considering other people’s reasons, evidence, and/or positions.
One possible avenue for further research is to use less controversial debate topics
and another is to evaluate the quality o f argumentation using one or a couple o f other
approaches discussed above. Evaluating argumentation according to different measures
such as quantity of reasons, evidence, rebuttals, etc. or focusing exclusively on counter
argumentation as a measure o f a quality argument will give goal instruction research a
more comprehensive understanding o f their effectiveness.
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Future research might also consider conducting a similar study, but this time
closing the discussion boards for a few days in the beginning o f the study, until all
participants posted their initial replies. This approach o f using closed moderated
discussion boards will allow researchers to determine the extent o f participants’ original
thinking and give a better understanding of the impact of originality on participants’
development scores across goal instructions groups.
Future research might also look into alternative presentation options. Goal
instructions in this study were presented as a large block o f text following the debate
prompt. This manner o f presentation might have given participants in moderate and
substantial groups the permission to ignore most o f the instructions. To promote higher
response rates or adherence to directions, future research might consider presenting
complex goal instructions in a different way within the discussion board itself. For
instance, researchers might break up the sentences into individual bulleted or numbered
parts or even leave large blanks in between the each goal instruction. These methods of
presentation might encourage participants to fill in answers to all questions posted, thus
prompting them to respond to all o f the instructions.
Finally, future research into different types o f goal instructions might look into
assigning extra credit based on thoroughness o f their responses. This approach in actually
grading participants’ responses might encourage them to respond to all questions in the
goal instructions instead o f ignoring the more complex and extended goal instructions.
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APPENDIX A

INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT

PROJECT TITLE: Using goal instructions to improve the quality o f argumentation in
asynchronous online discussions

INTRODUCTION
The purposes o f this form are to give you information that may affect your decision
whether to say YES or NO to participation in this research, and to record the consent o f
those who say YES. Other than your normal class attendance in the specified classroom
location on record in the Registrar’s Office, you will not be required to travel to any
location beyond your usual traversal o f your university to access the Blackboard course
management system. You may participate in this study using any computer or mobile
device that is Internet accessible.

RESEARCHERS

Dr. Amy Adcock, Ed.D.
Darden College o f Education
STEM Education and Professional Studies

Yekaterina Prudchenko, Ph. D. Student
Darden College o f Education
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STEM Education and Professional Studies

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH STUDY
The study will extend current research into goal instructions that facilitate argumentation.
The primary purpose o f the study is to compare the effectiveness o f goal instructions with
different degrees o f specificity on the quality o f argumentation in asynchronous online
discussions.

EXCLUSIONARY CRITERIA
To the best o f your knowledge, you should be at least 18 years old, and you should not
have been enrolled at this institution or any other institution o f higher education (e.g.,
community college, junior college, virtual college, another university, etc.) for the
equivalence o f one academic year (i.e., two semesters, three trimesters, four quarters, or
the equivalence o f 30 semester credit hours).

RISKS AND BENEFITS
RISKS: There is no known emotional, psychological, physical risk involved in this study.
However, as with any research, there is some possibility that you may be subject to risks
that have not yet been identified.

BENEFITS: The main benefit to you for participating in this study is extra credit points,
which will be determined by the course instructor. Furthermore, the results o f the study
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may help the researchers recommend appropriate interventions that might assist your
university in developing a program to aid in developing learning strategy sessions that
can contribute to the academic success o f first-year university students.

COSTS AND PAYMENTS
The researchers want your decision about participating in this study to be absolutely
voluntary. Other than the extra credit points awarded at the discretion o f the course
instructor, the researchers are unable to give you any payment for participating in this
study.

NEW INFORMATION
If the researchers find new information during this study that would reasonably change
your decision about participating, then they will make you aware o f it.

CONFIDENTIALITY
All information obtained about you in this study is strictly confidential unless the law
requires disclosure. The results o f this study may be used in reports, presentations and
publications, but the researchers will not identify you.

WITHDRAWAL PRIVILEGE
It is OK for you to say NO. Even if you say YES now, you are free to say NO later, and
walk away or withdraw from the study— at any time. Your decision will not affect your
relationship with Old Dominion University, or otherwise cause a loss o f benefits to which
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you might otherwise be entitled. The researchers reserve the right to withdraw your
participation in this study, at any time, if they observe potential problems with your
continued participation. If you choose not to participate, you can write a short essay
arguing your position on the question for extra credit.

COMPENSATION FOR ILLNESS AND INJURY
If you say YES, then your consent in this document does not waive any o f your legal
rights. However, in the event o f injury or illness arising from this study, neither Old
Dominion University nor the researchers are able to give you any money, insurance
coverage, free medical care, or any other compensation for such injury. In the event that
you suffer injury as a result of participation in this research project, you may contact: Dr.
Amy Adcock, Responsible Principal Investigator, at (757) 683-5491; Yekaterina
Prudchenko, Investigator at (310) 499-3488; Dr. Nina Brown, Chair o f the Darden
College o f Education Human Subjects Review Committee, at (757) 683-3245); or, Dr.
George Maihafer, the current IRB Chair, at 757-683 6028 at Old Dominion University,
who will be glad to review the matter with you.

VOLUNTARY CONSENT
By signing this form, you are saying several things. You are saying that you have read
this form or have had it read to you, that you are satisfied that you understand this form,
the research study, and its risks and benefits. The researchers should have answered any
questions you may have had about the research. If you have any questions later on, then
the researchers should be able to answer them:
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Amy Adcock, Ed.D. - (757) 683-5491
Yekaterina Prudchenko —(310) 499-3488
7930 Willoughby Ave Apt 7
West Hollywood, CA 90046

If at any time you feel pressured to participate, or if you have any questions about your
rights or this form, then you should call Dr. Ted Remley, Chair o f the Darden College o f
Education Human Subjects Review Committee at (757) 683-3326 or Dr. George
Maihafer, the current IRB Chair, at (757) 683 6028, or the Old Dominion University
Office o f Research, at (757) 683 3460.

And importantly, by clicking Next below, you are telling the researcher YES, that you
agree to participate in this study. The researcher should give you a copy o f this form for
your records.
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APPENDIX B
DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY

1. Enter your University ID Number (UIN) to make sure you get credit for
participating in this study.____________
2. Gender (Select): M

F

3. How old are y o u ?___________________
4. W hat is your major?

_______________

5. What year are you in school? (Select)
a. Freshman
b. Sophomore
c. Junior
d. Senior

APPENDIX C
WEEK 1 TREATMENTS

Treatment___________________Debate Question
No Goal Instructions

Should hospitals be mandated to provide birth
control? Explain.

Minimal Goal Instructions

Should hospitals be mandated to provide birth
control? Provide as many reasons as you can
to justify your position. Then provide as many
reasons as you can as to why others might
disagree with you, and why those reasons are
wrong.

M oderate G oal Instructions

Should hospitals be m andated to provide birth

control? Provide as many reasons as you can
to justify your position citing evidence that
supports your reasons. Provide as many
reasons as you can as to why others might
disagree with you, with evidence that supports
those reasons. Then explain why those reasons
are wrong.
Substantial Goal Instructions

Should hospitals be mandated to provide birth
control? Provide as many reasons as you can
to justify your position citing evidence that
supports your reasons. What are your
assumptions? What are the implications o f
these assumptions? Provide as many reasons
as you can as to why others might disagree
with you, with evidence that supports those
reasons. What are their assumptions? What are
the implications o f those assumptions? Then
____________________________ explain why those reasons are wrong.________
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APPENDIX D
WEEK 2 TREATMENTS

Treatment

Debate Question

No Goal Instructions

Should doctor assisted suicides be legal or
illegal for terminally-ill patients? Explain.

Minimal Goal Instructions

Should doctor assisted suicides be legal or
illegal for terminally-ill patients? Provide as
many reasons as you can to justify your
position. Then provide as many reasons as you
can as to why others might disagree with you,
and why those reasons are wrong.

M oderate G oal Instructions

Should doctor assisted suicides be legal or

illegal for terminally-ill patients? Provide as
many reasons as you can to justify your
position citing evidence that supports your
reasons. Provide as many reasons as you can as
to why others might disagree with you, with
evidence that supports those reasons. Then
explain why those reasons are wrong.
Substantial Goal Instructions

Should doctor assisted suicides be legal or
illegal for terminally-ill patients? Provide as
many reasons as you can to justify your
position citing evidence that supports your
reasons. What are your assumptions? What are
the implications o f these assumptions? Provide
as many reasons as you can as to why others
might disagree with you, with evidence that
supports those reasons. What are their
assumptions? What are the implications of
those assumptions? Then explain why those
____________________________ reasons are wrong._________________________
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APPENDIX E
WEEK 3 TREATMENTS

Treatment

Debate Question

No Goal Instructions

Should recreational use o f marijuana be legal or
illegal for adults? Explain.

Minimal Goal Instructions

Should recreational use o f marijuana be legal or
illegal for adults? Provide as many reasons as
you can to justify your position. Then provide
as many reasons as you can as to why others
might disagree with you, and why those reasons
are wrong.

M oderate G oal Instructions

Should recreational use o f m arijuana be legal or

illegal for adults? Provide as many reasons as
you can to justify your position citing evidence
that supports your reasons. Provide as many
reasons as you can as to why others might
disagree with you, with evidence that supports
those reasons. Then explain why those reasons
are wrong.
Substantial Goal Instructions

Should recreational use o f marijuana be legal or
illegal for adults? Provide as many reasons as
you can to justify your position citing evidence
that supports your reasons. What are your
assumptions? What are the implications of
these assumptions? Provide as many reasons as
you can as to why others might disagree with
you, with evidence that supports those reasons.
What are their assumptions? What are the
implications o f those assumptions? Then
______________________explain why those reasons are wrong._________
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APPENDIX F
DEVELOPMENT SCALE

6 points

Posts with five to six lines o f argumentation, most o f which are
original, i.e. not brought up by another participant, with
evidentiary support

5 points

Posts with five to six lines o f argumentation, four o f which are
original and half o f which are supported with evidence

4 points

Posts with three to four lines o f argumentation, three o f which
are original and half o f which are supported with evidence

3 points

Posts with three to four lines of argumentation, one of which is
original and one o f which is supported with evidence

2 points

Posts with one to two lines o f argumentation, none o f which
are original and one or two o f which are supported with
evidence

1 point

Posts with one to two lines o f argumentation, all unclear

Note. Development score assesses how well arguments are developed and gives
higher scores for originality and evidentiary support (Golanics & Nussbaum,
2008).
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APPENDIX G
BALANCE SCALE

5 points

Posts that propose solutions and ‘it depends’ arguments

4 points

Posts that propose small solutions/it depends arguments, or
explore both sides o f the issue to some degree, or where there is
a shift in perspective

3 points

Posts that make some concessions to other students’ arguments
and built upon opposing viewpoints

2 points

Posts that are mainly one sided but rebut the opposing side

1 point

Posts that show no consideration o f an opposing view point

Note. B alance score assesses how w ell argum ents present both sides o f an issue

(Golanics & Nussbaum, 2008).
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APPENDIX H
EXPLANATORY DISCOURSE SCALE

5 points
4 points

All members are critical but flexible, willing to concede, i.e.
exploratory
Two thirds of the members are explanatory

3 points

One thirds o f the members are explanatory

2 points

All members are either cumulative (all agree/build on each other’s
ideas) or disputational (all opposed each other’s ideas)

1 point

Group members mainly repeat one another’s comments.

Note. Explanatory discourse scores assesses how well participants interact with one
another and consider each member’s perspectives in a constructive way (Golanics
& Nussbaum, 2008).
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